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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The concept of this invention is to provide, gen-
erally, a nozzle, where its poppet valve is contoured into
a truncated shape to enhance the flow of fuel through
the nozzle as it is dispensing the same, and having a
shift in the fulcrum point of the handle lever to lessen the
force necessary to open the nozzle poppet valve for dis-
pensing of fuel.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] A variety of nozzles have been designed over
the years wherein their structure has been improved to
add to the convenience of usage of the nozzles while
dispensing fuel to a vehicle, or other fuel container, and
while generally being applied to recover vapors, so as to
minimize air pollution during fuel dispensing. With these
types of nozzles, whether it is of the vacuum assist type,
and more particularly the balanced pressure type of noz-
zle, the amount of pressure and force necessary to op-
erate the nozzles generally was ignored, in order to attain
these other results.
[0003] The assignee of the current invention has made
many improvements to nozzle constructions, through us-
age of the hand lever for acting in conjunction with the
stem of the poppet valve, to elevate it to achieve fuel
dispensing, and at the same time, provide for automatic
shutoff of the flow of fuel through the nozzle, through the
operations of its vacuum pressured automatic shutoff
means, that would release the hand lever for its disen-
gagement allowing for the poppet valve to immediately
close, and cease the transfer of fuel through the nozzle.
Such can be seen in the Company’s early Patent US
4,658,987, upon a No Pressure Shut off for Automatic
Fuel Nozzle Valve.
[0004] Other patents of the assignee have tried to
make improvements to the structure of the nozzle, such
as can be seen in the Poppet Valve Means of United
States Patent US 4,397,447. In addition, Patent US
4,596,278 shows a Balanced, Two-Stage Poppet Valve
for Fuel Dispensing Nozzle. While these nozzles worked
highly satisfactory for their intended purposes, and that
is to dispense fuel quickly and efficiently, the structure of
the shown handle lever for the disclosed patent still re-
quired a fair amount of force to be exerted upon the lever,
to raise it, and its associated poppet stem, to attain an
opening of the nozzle for dispensing. This type of force
made it rather difficult for the handicapped and elderly to
dispense fuel, particularly at a self-serving dispenser,
and it required further modifications to the nozzle, to rem-
edy this problem.
[0005] The Patent US 5,394,909, upon a Vapor Control
Valve, showed further modifications to the structure of
its nozzle, and its various operating components, to
achieve more efficient fuel dispensing, and also for cap-

turing vapors that are returned through the nozzle to a
storage area.
[0006] Patent US 5,474,115 shows a Specialty Fuel
Dispensing Nozzle, of the balance pressure type, and it
also required a substantial amount of force on behalf of
the user, for inserting and compressing the bellows of
the nozzle tightly against the fuel intake for a vehicle in
which the nozzle was used, to capture vapors, and to
replenish the auto with fuel. Furthermore, it required a
fair amount of force, generally in the 36-44 N (8-10 Ib)
range, to lift the hand lever, to initiate the operations of
the nozzle, during a refueling operation.
[0007] Another patent to the assignee is United States
Patent US 4,016,910, which showed a Fuel Dispensing
Nozzle with Automatic Shut-Off Responsive to Vapor
Pressure. In addition, Patent US 4,031,930, discloses an
early Automatic Shut-Off Nozzle with Lockable Vapor Re-
lief Valve.
[0008] Patent US 6,585,014 shows an early effort by
the applicant to make it more easier and controllable to
dispense fuel through a nozzle, wherein the engagement
of the handle with the poppet valve stem was designed
to provide the user with more leverage to open the valve
assembly than was available at that time in conventional
nozzle configurations. This was an early effort to rear-
range the fulcrum of pressure exerted upon the poppet
stem, through the handle, in order to reduce the force
necessary to raise it and its poppet valve into a fuel dis-
pensing.
[0009] A nozzle construction according to the pream-
ble of claim 1 is known from Patent US 1 883 843. The
current invention is designed to even further adjust the
arrangement and configuration of various components
of the nozzle, such as its poppet stem, its handle lever,
and its latch plate, all in an effort to further reduce the
force necessary to allow for fuel dispensing, and also,
provides for further modifications to the poppet valve it-
self, in order to enhance and accelerate the flow of fuel
through the nozzle, when replenishing a vehicle fuel tank,
and to make the nozzle more easy to use.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] The present invention relates to a nozzle con-
struction according to appended claim 1.
[0011] The concept of this invention is to provide for
modifications to the operative components of a fuel dis-
pensing nozzle, particularly with respect to the enhanced
flow of fuel through the nozzle, and its poppet valve, and
at the same time, furnishing means for lessening the
pressure required to lift the poppet valve from its valve
seat, requiring a much lesser force, to ease the use and
operation of the nozzle, while dispensing fuel, particularly
at a self-service dispenser. The first aspect of the im-
provements to the nozzle, is achieved through the use
of a truncated poppet valve, one which when opened
provides a greater space through which the fuel may flow,
unobstructedly, to provide for a more rapid fill-up of the
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vehicle fuel tank, during dispensing. The second aspect
is to shift the fulcrum point at which the hand lever en-
gages the bottom of the poppet stem, of the same poppet
valve, to a position where greater leverage can be at-
tained, thereby lessening the force required to open the
poppet valve, in initiating fuel flow.
[0012] As known, the handle lever that is manipulated
by the nozzle user has a particular configuration that al-
lows for its convenient grasping of its handle portion, and
then has a turned segment that locates at a position be-
tween the poppet stem, and the automatic shutoff valve
stem, in order to add some shiftability to the relationship
between the end of the handle lever, and the latch plate
to which it pivotally and shiftably mounts. To achieve
such, the end of the hand lever incorporates a slotted
configuration, through which the latch plate is pinned, so
that the latch plate can shift somewhat vertically relative
to the hand lever operative end, to add greater flexibility
to the functional operation of the hand lever, and its op-
erative components, in cooperating with the poppet stem,
and the automatic shutoff means, during usage and ap-
plication. A handle link also pivotally mounts to the hand
lever, at a rearward position from the poppet stem, and
further pivotally mounts to the same pin that secures the
latch plate to the slotted portion of the hand lever, for-
wardly of the poppet stem, and through that arrangement,
is designed to shift the fulcrum point of the operations of
the hand lever, from their connection with the lower end
of the automatic shutoff means, and thus, by shortening
of the fulcrum point of their operations provides greater
leverage to lifting of the poppet stem upwardly, into a
opened position, in preparing the nozzle for dispensing.
In doing such, the force required to lift the handle lever,
because of the greater leverage it attains, through the
interconnection of these components, lessens the force
necessary to lift the poppet stem into its opened position,
in preparation for and during fuel dispensing. In doing
such, the normal force for opening of the poppet stem,
through lifting of the hand lever, which was in the vicinity
of 36-44 N (8-10 lbs), as aforesaid, has been reduced to
a force less than 22 N (5 lbs) necessary to manipulate
the nozzle into an opened condition. This lessening of
force reduces the effort that must be used by those of
weaker capacity, such as the elderly, the handicapped,
the youth, the female, where a reduction in force facili-
tates their self-delivery of fuel through the nozzle during
dispensing.
[0013] In fact, calculations can provide for an indication
of the reduction in force that can be attained through us-
age of the nozzle of this design, as can be seen from the
following schematic chart, and the formula calculations,
that can be determined mathematically, as noted. The
chart, its parameters, and the calculations that may be
made through the following formula can show the lesser
force required through usage of the nozzle of this inven-
tion, during application.
[0014] As can be noted in FIG. 8 of the drawings, these
various formula and calculations for determining the less-

er force required through usage of the nozzle of this in-
vention, are set forth. Through these, and upon review
of the schematic chart disclosed therein, this provides a
mathematical determination to the reduction of force re-
quired to use the nozzle of this design.
[0015] As can be noted, from the calculations as de-
termined, for the shifting of the focal point of the hand
lever during its usage, in elevating the poppet stem into
an opened position, there is a determined percentage of
force reduction equal to about 50.5%, required to open
the poppet valve, through the upward manipulation of its
stem, when initiating the operations of the fuel dispensing
nozzle.
[0016] It is, therefore, the principal object of this inven-
tion to provide means for enhancing the flow of fuel
through a nozzle, through the use of a truncated or sloped
poppet valve, to provide a greater opening capacity for
the poppet, within the nozzle, to achieve greater fuel flow.
[0017] It is a further object of this invention to provide
a structural reshifting of various components of the noz-
zle, particularly the interrelationship between the nozzle
hand lever, and its location and operation between the
poppet stem, and the bottom of the automatic shutoff
means, in order to achieve a significant reduction in the
amount of force necessary to lift the poppet valve into an
opened configuration, to achieve that accelerated fuel
flow.
[0018] These and other objects may become more ap-
parent to those skilled in the art upon review of the sum-
mary of the invention as provided herein, and upon un-
dertaking a study of the description of its preferred em-
bodiment, in view of the drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019] In referring to the drawings:

FIG. 1 shows a sectional view of a prior art style of
fuel dispensing nozzle;
FIG. 2 shows a sectional view of the inventive nozzle
of the current design;
FIG. 3 shows the positioning of the operative com-
ponents of the fuel dispensing nozzle of FIG. 2, while
opened and dispensing fuel;
FIG. 4 discloses the fuel dispensing nozzle of this
design, immediately after the automatic shutoff has
initiated closure, and just before the poppet valve is
shifted and dropped into a closed position;
FIG. 5 shows the truncated gasket of the poppet
valve of this invention, in closed position;
FIG. 6 shows the gasket of the poppet valve of this
invention in its opened and fuel flowing condition;
FIG. 7 discloses an exploded view of the various
operative components of the hand lever and latch
plate for the nozzle of this invention; and
FIG. 8 shows the chart and calculations indicating
the lesser force required through usage of the nozzle
of this invention.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0020] In referring to the drawings, and in particular
FIG. 1, therein is shown a prior art style of nozzle con-
struction 1, which as known, includes a housing 3 having
an inlet 4 and an outlet 6 generally at the location of the
formation and location of the spout 7 to the nozzle. The
nozzle includes a main valve 8 that includes a poppet
valve 9 that rests upon a valve seat 10, with the poppet
valve having a poppet stem 11 that extends downwardly,
through the nozzle body, as at 12. Usually, the handle
lever 5 includes a hand gripping portion 13 which is con-
figured in a rather S shape, having an intermediate por-
tion 14 and a forwardly extending integral portion 15 that
secures by a pinned connection, as at 16, to the bottom
of the automatic shutoff stem 17 for the shown nozzle.
Thus, when the handle lever 5 is elevated, it pushes the
poppet stem 11 upwardly, at the location of 18, to provide
for an opening of the poppet valve and the flow of fuel
through the nozzle, for dispensing into a vehicle fuel tank
(not shown). To retain the handle lever 5 in a opened
position, a latch plate 19 engages with a lock plate 20 to
maintain the handle in an opened condition, until such
time as the handle lever is released from its latch plate
connection, through the release of the lock plate 20, to
allow the nozzle poppet valve to quickly enter into clo-
sure. This is normally achieved through the automatic
shutoff means, in a manner as known in the art, being
released, so that its stem 17 will abruptly drop, releasing
the lock plate, to allow the handle to drop downwardly,
allowing the poppet stem 11 to allow the poppet valve to
enter into prompt closure, immediately shutting off any
further fuel flow through the nozzle. As generally can be
seen, with the location of the handle lever 5, that extends
all the way integrally to its pinned connection, as at 16,
with the shutoff stem 17, there is significant distance from
the end of the hand lever, as at 21, to the pinned con-
nection 16, and further distance between the pinned con-
nection 16, to the bottom of the poppet stem, as at 18,
so that the fulcrum for the handle lever to open the nozzle,
against the pressure of the poppet spring, is significant,
and as previously summarized, generally somewhere in
the vicinity of 36-44 N (8-10 lbs), or more, of pressure
that is required to open the hand lever for dispensing of
gasoline.
[0021] One of the significant improvements of the cur-
rent invention, as can be seen in FIGS. 2, 5 and 6, is the
usage of a particular designed poppet valve gasket, as
at 22, which is truncated of shape, having a downwardly
sloping edge, as at 23, so that when the poppet valve is
opened, as can be seen in FIG. 6, a much greater spac-
ing, as at 24, is provided between said gasket and the
valve seat, that allows for a more abundant flow of the
fuel to pass through the nozzle, as at F, at the location
of the poppet valve, to provide for a more accelerated
flow of fuel through the nozzle, during dispensing. It can
be seen how the gasket 22 and its downwardly sloping
compound contoured surfaces 23 seat within the opening

24 of the nozzle, as noted in FIG. 5, where the poppet
valve is shown in closure. Nevertheless, when opened,
as noted in FIG. 6, it provides an abundant flow path
through which the vehicle fuel can pass, through the noz-
zle, for accelerating the fill-up of the vehicle fuel tank, to
which the nozzle is applied.
[0022] The hand lever mechanism and its associated
components for this invention are disclosed in FIG. 7.
The hand lever 5, with its hand gripping portion 13, is
formed to the unique shape as further reviewed, having
an intermediate portion 14 and a forwardly and integrally
extending portion 15, as explained. The latch plate 19
can be seen, and it has a forwardly extending portion 25
and a rearwardly extending latch plate 26 which includes
a series of ridges, as at 27, and into which the end of the
lock plate 20 can temporarily engage, when the handle
lever is raised to allow for automatic dispensing of fuel
through the nozzle, and is held into an opened position,
due to such engagement. The handle lever 5 further in-
cludes a handle link 28 whose upper surface 29 is what
contacts the bottom of the poppet stem 11, to hold it into
an opened condition, during fuel dispensing. The assem-
bly of these various parts can be described as follows.
The lock plate 20 is secured by means of the pivot pin
30 through the pin seat apertures 31 which also holds,
within the handle, the biasing spring 32 which normally
urges the lock plate to pivot upwardly, during normal dis-
engagement of it from the latch plate 26. Thus, when the
handle lever 5 is raised, the user of the nozzle must pivot
the lock plate 20 downwardly, to engage it within the ridg-
es 27 of the latch plate 19, to keep the poppet valve open,
as can be understood.
[0023] The handle link 28 has an aperture 33 at one
end, and it is secured for pivotal movement, by means
of the pivot pin 34 seating within the apertures 35 of the
hand lever. That allows for the link to pivot relative to the
handle lever, as can be understood.
[0024] The opposite end of the latch plate 19 incudes
forwardly extending arms, as at 36, and these arms are
secured to the pivot point 16 at the bottom of the auto-
matic shutoff stem 17, to attain pivotal movement relative
thereto.
[0025] The opposite end of the link 28 secures by the
pin 37 through the latch plate apertures 38, and the pin
arranges these arms to either side of the enlarged end
39, of the hand lever, with the pin extending also through
the elongated slots 40 of said handle lever, as can be
noted. Thus, when the handle lever is raised, its forward
end 39 shifts downwardly, the front end of the link, as at
41, as pinned therein, shifts upwardly within the elongat-
ed slots 40, and since the shutoff stem 17 is secured in
its upward position, as can be seen in FIG. 3, the link 28
biases against the poppet stem 11, raises it, opening the
poppet valve, and its gasket 22 into an opened condition,
during fuel flow. Thus, because of the slotted arrange-
ment 40, within the hand lever, this shifts the length of
the fulcrum of the contact of the valve stem 17 with the
link, closer to the hand levers pivotal connection, as at
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16, to the bottom of the shutoff stem 17. The shorter that
distance, and the longer the distance between that pivotal
point 16 to the end of the handle, increases the fulcrum
power of the hand lever, when opening the nozzle, and
provides for a lesser force requirement to attain the open-
ing of the nozzle, than has heretofore been achieved in
nozzle construction. As can be calculated through the
various formulations provided within this disclosure, that
lessening of force is approximately 50% less than the
force usually required for opening the prior art style of
nozzle (as in FIG. 1), and therefore, reduces that force
below 22 N (5 lbs), which has been determined through
research and experimentation. Such can also be calcu-
lated from the various formulations as identified and
shown in the summary of this particular invention.
[0026] Then, when the automatic shutoff means 42 is
rendered operative, as when fuel fills up the vehicle fuel
tank, and the fuel blocks the tip end of the nozzle spout,
the automatic shutoff means is actuated, provides for an
immediate drop in its stem 17 to a lower position, which
automatically releases the lock plate 20 from engage-
ment with its latch plate 19, and allows the poppet valve
9 to drop with the valve stem 11, into closure, in the man-
ner as shown in FIG. 5. Thus, as previously reviewed,
the concept of this invention is to provide for a lesser
force requirement to open the poppet valve, during its
usage, and at the same time, to increase fuel flow, be-
cause of the unique shape and construction of its poppet
valve, and the associated gasket, of the shown nozzle.
[0027] Variations or modifications to the subject matter
of this invention may occur to those skilled in the art upon
review of this invention, as described. Such variations,
within the scope of this invention, are intended to be en-
compassed within the scope of any claims to patent pro-
tection issuing hereon. The description of the preferred
embodiment, and its depiction in the drawings, are pri-
marily set forth for illustrative purposes only.

Claims

1. A nozzle construction for dispensing fuel into a ve-
hicle, comprising:

a poppet valve (9) provided within the nozzle
and normally seating onto a valve seat (10) to
prevent the flow of fuel through said nozzle dur-
ing non-usage, and when opened allowing for
the flow of fuel through said nozzle,
said nozzle construction further comprising a
gasket (22) provided within the poppet valve (9)
and normally seating within the opening (24) of
the nozzle, said gasket (22) being truncated in
shape,
said nozzle construction further comprising a
poppet stem (11), said poppet stem being pro-
vided within said truncated gasket (22)
said poppet valve (9), upon a forced opening

furnishing an enhanced flow of fuel through said
nozzle, during dispensing; and
a handle lever (5), said handle lever contacting
the bottom of said poppet stem (11) and when
said lever (5) is raised, lifting said poppet stem
(11) and gasket (22) to allow said enhanced flow
of fuel through the nozzle during fuel dispensing,

characterized in that
said nozzle includes an automatic shutoff (42), said
handle lever (5) cooperating with said poppet valve
(9) and its stem (11) to initiate the flow of fuel through
said nozzle or to release said poppet and said stem
to shutoff fuel flow through said poppet valve (9),
said handle lever (5) also securing with the automatic
shutoff to achieve closure of said poppet valve (9)
when the automatic shutoff detects a fuel filled ve-
hicle;
said handle lever (5) including a hand gripping por-
tion (13), a handle link (28) at one end thereof being
pivotally connected to said handle lever (5), a latch
plate (19),
said handle link (28) at its other end pivotally con-
necting with said latch plate (19), at the location of
connection of said handle link (28) to said latch plate
(19), said handle lever end having an elongated slot
(40) such that as the handle link (28) pivots it also
shifts along said elongated slot (40) and thereby
lessen the force necessary to lift the valve stem (11)
to shift the poppet valve (9) into an opened position
during fuel flow through said nozzle; and
said latch plate (19) at its front end pivotally connect-
ing with the automatic shutoff (42), a lock plate (20)
pivotally connecting with said handle lever (5), and
at its other end engaging with the opposite end of
said latch plate (19) to secure the nozzle into an
opened and fuel flowing condition for dispensing of
fuel

2. The nozzle construction of claim 1, characterized
in that said truncated gasket (22) has a lesser di-
ameter at its bottom than at its top, with a lesser
diameter of said gasket (22) fitting into the said valve
seat (10), when securing the nozzle against fuel flow.

3. The nozzle construction of claim 1 or 2, character-
ized in that said truncated gasket (22) has a com-
pound slope.

4. The nozzle construction of claim 1 or 2, character-
ized in that said truncated gasket (22) is shaped at
an approximate 30° - 50° angle from the vertical of
said poppet valve (9) and its stem (11).

5. The nozzle construction of one of the foregoing
claims, characterized in that the force necessary
to open the poppet valve (9) through manipulation
of said hand gripping portion (13) is less than 22,7
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N (5 lbs).

Patentansprüche

1. Düsenkonstruktion zur Abgabe von Kraftstoff in ein
Fahrzeug, umfassend ein Tellerventil (9), das mit ei-
ner Düse versehen ist und normalerweise auf einem
Ventilsitz (10) sitzt, um den Fluß des Kraftstoffs
durch die Düse während der Nichtbenutzung zu ver-
hindern und, wenn es geöffnet wird, den Kraftstoff-
fluß durch die Düse zu ermöglichen, wobei die Dü-
senkonstruktion des weiteren eine Dichtung (22) in
dem Tellerventil (9) aufweist, die normalerweise die
Öffnung (24) der Düse abdichtet und die kegel-
stumpfförmig ausgebildet ist, wobei die Düsenkon-
struktion des weiteren einen Ventiltellerstößel auf-
weist, der in der trapezförmigen Dichtung (22) sitzt
und das Tellerventil (9) beim kraftvollen Öffnen einen
verstärkten Kraftstoffstrom durch die Düse während
der Kraftstoffabgabe liefert; und schließlich umfas-
send einen Handhebel (5), der den Boden des Tel-
lerventilstößels (11) berührt und wenn er angehoben
wird, den Ventiltellerstößel (11) sowie die Dichtung
(22) hochhebt, so daß der verstärkte Kraftstoffstrom
während der Kraftstoffabgabe durch die Düse flie-
ßen kann, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Düse
eine automatische Abschaltung (42) aufweist, daß
der Handhebel (5) mit dem Tellerventil (9) und sei-
nem Stößel (11) zusammenarbeitet, um den Kraft-
stofffluß durch die Düse zu bewirken oder das Tel-
lerventil und den Stößel freizugeben und dadurch
den Kraftstofffluß durch das Tellerventil (9) abzu-
schalten, wobei der Handhebel (5) auch mit dem au-
tomatischen Abschalten sicherstellt, daß sich das
Tellerventil (9) schließt, sobald die automatische Ab-
schaltung feststellt, daß das Fahrzeug mit Kraftstoff
gefüllt ist; wobei der Handhebel (5) des weiteren ei-
nen Handgelenkteil (28) an seinem einen Ende, der
gelenkig mit dem Handhebel (5) verbunden ist und
eine Riegelplatte (19) aufweist, die an dem anderen
Ende des Handgriff-Gelenkteils (28) drehbar ver-
bunden ist, wobei an der Verbindungsstelle des
Handgriff-Verbindungsteils (28) mit der Verriege-
lungsplatte (19) das Handgriff-Hebelende mit einem
länglichen Schlitz (40) versehen ist, so daß dann,
wenn sich der Handgriff-Gelenkteil (28) dreht, er sich
auch entlang des länglichen Schlitzes (40) ver-
schiebt und dadurch die Kraft verringert, die zum An-
heben des Ventilstößels (11) erforderlich ist, um das
Tellerventil (9), während der Kraftstoff durch die Dü-
se strömt, in eine geöffnete Stellung zu bewegen;
und schließlich gekennzeichnet durch eine Verrie-
gelungsplatte (19), die an ihrem vorderen Ende mit
der automatischen Abschaltung (42) drehbar ver-
bunden ist, sowie eine Blockierungsplatte (20), die
mit dem Handhebel (5) drehbar verbunden ist und
an ihrem anderen Ende mit dem gegenüberliegen-

den Ende der Verriegelungsplatte (19) in Eingriff
steht, um sicherzustellen, daß die Düse zur Kraft-
stoffabgabe geöffnet ist und der Kraftstoff strömen
kann.

2. Düsenkonstruktion nach Anspruch 1, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, daß die kegelstumpfförmige Dich-
tung (22) an ihrem Boden einen kleineren Durch-
messer hat als an ihrem Kopf, wobei der kleinere
Durchmesser der Dichtung (22) in den Ventilsitz (10)
hineinpaßt, wenn die Düse gegen den Kraft-
stoffstrom gesichert wird.

3. Düsenkonstruktion nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, daß die kegelstumpfförmi-
ge Dichtung (22) mit einer gestuften Neigung verse-
hen ist.

4. Düsenkonstruktion nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, daß die kegelstumpfförmi-
ge Dichtung (22) einen näherungsweisen Winkel
von 30 ° bis 50 ° zu der Senkrechten des Tellerventils
(9) und seinen Stößel (11) aufweist.

5. Düsenkonstruktion nach einem der vorhergehenden
Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die
Kraft, die erforderlich ist, um das Tellerventil (9)
durch Handhabung des Handgriffteils (13) zu öffnen,
kleiner ist als 22,7 N (5 Ibs).

Revendications

1. Structure de buse pour distribuer un carburant dans
un véhicule, comprenant :

une soupape à clapet (9) prévue à l’intérieur de
la buse et normalement assise sur un siège de
soupape (10) pour empêcher l’écoulement de
carburant à travers ladite buse pendant une non
utilisation, et permettant, lorsqu’elle est ouverte,
l’écoulement de carburant à travers ladite buse,
ladite structure de buse comprenant en outre un
joint (22) prévu à l’intérieur de la soupape un
clapet (9) et assurant normalement une étan-
chéité à l’intérieur de l’ouverture (24) de la buse,
ledit joint (22) ayant une forme tronquée,
ladite structure de buse comprenant en outre
une tige de clapet (11), ladite tige de clapet étant
prévue à l’intérieur dudit joint tronqué (22),
lors d’une ouverture forcée, ladite soupape à
clapet fournissant un débit renforcé de carbu-
rant à travers ladite buse, pendant la
distribution ; et
un levier à manette (5), ledit levier à manette
venant en contact avec la partie inférieure de
ladite tige de clapet (11) et, quand ledit levier (5)
est soulevé, il soulève ladite tige de clapet (11)
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et le joint (22) pour permettre ledit débit renforcé
de carburant à travers la buse pendant la distri-
bution du carburant,
caractérisée en ce que
ladite buse inclut un système de fermeture auto-
matique (42), ledit levier à manette (5) coopérant
avec ladite soupape à clapet (9) et sa tige (11)
pour démarrer l’écoulement de carburant à tra-
vers ladite buse ou pour relâcher ledit clapet et
ladite tige pour couper l’écoulement de carbu-
rant à travers ladite soupape à clapet (9), ledit
levier à manette (5) assurant également la cou-
pure automatique pour réaliser une fermeture
de ladite soupape à clapet (9) quand le système
de fermeture automatique détecte le plein de
carburant dans le véhicule ;
ledit levier à manette (5) incluant une portion de
préhension manuelle (13), un bras de manette
(28) à une extrémité de celui-ci étant connecté
en pivotement audit levier à manette (5), une
plaque de verrouillage (19), ledit bras de manet-
te (28) assurant à son autre extrémité une con-
nexion en pivotement avec ladite plaque de ver-
rouillage (19), à l’emplacement de connexion
dudit bras de manette (28) sur ladite plaque de
verrouillage (19), ladite extrémité du levier à ma-
nette ayant une fente allongée (40) de telle façon
que lorsque le bras de manette (28) pivote il se
déplace également le long de ladite fente allon-
gée (40) et réduit de ce fait la force nécessaire
pour soulever la tige de soupape (11) pour faire
passer la soupape à clapet (9) vers une position
ouverte pendant la distribution du carburant à
travers ladite buse ; et
ladite plaque de verrouillage (19) assurant, à
son extrémité frontale, une connexion en pivo-
tement avec le système de fermeture automati-
que (42), une plaque de blocage (20) assurant
une connexion en pivotement avec ledit levier à
manette (5) et étant, à son autre extrémité, en
engagement avec l’extrémité opposée de ladite
plaque de verrouillage (19) pour assurer la buse
dans une condition ouverte avec écoulement du
carburant pour la distribution du carburant.

2. Structure de buse selon la revendication 1, carac-
térisée en ce que ledit joint tronqué (22) a un dia-
mètre plus petit au niveau de sa base qu’au niveau
de son sommet, tel que le petit diamètre du joint (22)
vient se loger dans ledit siège de soupape (10) lors-
qu’il bloque la buse à l’encontre d’un écoulement de
carburant.

3. Structure de buse selon la revendication 1 ou 2, ca-
ractérisée en ce que ledit joint tronqué (22) présen-
te une pente composite.

4. Structure de buse selon la revendication 1 ou 2, ca-

ractérisée en ce que ledit joint tronqué (22) est for-
mé avec un angle d’approximativement 30° à 50°
par rapport à la verticale de ladite soupape un clapet
(9) et de sa tige (11).

5. Structure de buse selon l’une des revendications
précédentes, caractérisée en ce que la force né-
cessaire pour ouvrir la soupape à clapet (9) par ma-
nipulation de ladite portion de préhension manuelle
(13) est inférieure à 22,7 N (5 livres).
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